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Lecture Notes: Identity 

Contention Points 

• Identity categories are lived complexly and explicitly as well as subtly and subconsciously  

• Identity exists as a result of and in relation to the environments that we are exposed to 
and our own personal contexts within 

• Our identification with a culture may stem from difference more often than similarity  

• Acquiring identity is not done in isolation but is a collective process largely resulting from 
the primary and secondary agents of socialisation we are exposed to and surrounded by 

• The self does not exist separate from the socialisation process 

• Whilst aspects of identity may be prioritised for politicisation, all aspects of identity are 
inter-relational and co-dependent in the formation of the whole identity  

• Self-identity depends on identification with a collective identity (Ehlers) 

• Whilst we can use aspects of our identity for benefit, the inevitable and uncontrollable 
influence of socialisation results in a limited and constrained agency over how we live in 
identity (Ehlers)  

• “Identities are inseparable from relations of power” (Ehlers) 

Personal Identity  
- Everything that is meant when we say ‘I’ 
- The things that we old core to us- some are principal, others less so  
- Aspects of identity work in relation to others- identity does not exist in a vacuum  

Essentialist View 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPmYxLUoZVc: idea that the true masculine self is limited by modern culture 

- Identity is at the core of who you are and is separate from the outside  
- Identity pre- exists the social and is rigid, separate and distinctive  
- Suggests a lack of control and inability to change discourse  
- Sociologists critique this claim rather arguing there is no unique identity  

Non-Essentialism- 
- Idea that out subject positions (identities) reflect social categories  
- Based on three ideas:  

1. Subject positions are socially produced as a result of conditioning. We are 
asserted into our respective subject positions and conditioned accordingly. Even 
any identity alienation needs to be done in a way that is socially recognisable e.g 
gender on a birth certificate, racial identification on census  

2. Primary subject positions are understood on the basis of opposition. Binary pairs 
are mutually exclusive: man/woman, white/black, hetero/homosexual, able 
bodied/disabled etc e.g White Australia policy, U.S hypodescent. Even falling in 
between these categories results in another set of binaries  

3. Oppositional subject positions are based upon relation, they are not self-
sufficient. E.g, we don’t know what white is without black, masculinity exists in 
relation to femininity. Forming identity through exclusion of things it is not.  

“Social identity must go through the eye of the needle of the other before it can construct itself” (Stuart Hall)  

Subject positions associated with roles  
- Roles taught through socialisation = learn to be members of society: 

1. Exposed to norms 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPmYxLUoZVc


2. Internalising these norms/ values 
3. Learning to perform these 
4. Acquiring attitudes which govern action 
5. Reward/ punishment 

Agents of socialisation 
Primary: Family teach us (attitudes, values, morals etc) 
Secondary: Social institutions – behavioural patterns reinforced  

- The transmitting of norms of society and providing which provide a sense of belonging= 
continuous throughout life  

- E.g the gendered marketing of toys 
- Encourages us to think of ourselves in a certain way by being surrounded by attitudes that 

influence how we think about ourselves  
- These roles are constantly being negotiated but still can’t divorce identity from the social 

sphere  
- There is never a self before socialisation- we only become gendered through the repeated 

acting out of these (gendered) roles (Judith Butler)  
- Identity formation is a process and an “an achievement” but still never complete  

Identity is not unified by is plural and diverse  
- There are multiple aspects of self which are intersectional and converge- never existing 

exclusively  
- We can prioritise aspects of culture for political gain e.g Black Lives Matter  

Identity is unstable 
- Changes over time and is not coherent or originary – influenced by experience and 

exposure 
- Context is important  
- Therefore, there is no true self and nothing fundamental or true about who we are  

Identity is not originary in the sense that the past self is not the same as the present and future self, it is dependent on 
context (Stuart Hall)  

Collective Identity 
- Assumed based on the idea of individuals sharing things that bind them together – 

similarity and difference= collective identity  
- “Social categories formed on the basis of social divisions” (Lawler)  
- Relies on the myths that collective identity is 

1. Homogenous  
2. Shares common experience 
3. Group stays the same across time and space  

- Also reliant on rhetoric and representations= socialisation  
“Power has little meaning without the ‘other.’ So, by defining itself, a group defines others. Identity is rarely claimed or 
assigned for its own sake. These definitions of self and others have purposes and consequences. They are tied to 
rewards and punishment, which may be material or symbolic. There is usually an expectation of gain or loss as a 
consequence of identity claims. This is why identities are contested, power is implicated here, and because groups do 
not have equal powers to define both self and the other, the consequences reflect these power differentials. Other 
notions of superiority and inferiority are embedded in particular identities.” (Andrew C. Okolie, 2003:2) 
In dichotomies crucial for the practice and the vision of social order the differentiating power hides as a rule behind one 
of the members of the opposition. The second member is but the other of the first, the opposite (degraded, supressed, 
exiled) side of the first and its creation. Thus abnormality is the other of the norm…woman the other of man, stranger 
the other of the native, enemy the other of friend, “them” the other of “us.”” (Zygmunt Bauman) 
“Thus humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to him; she is not regarded as an 
autonomous human being…She is defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he with reference to her; 
she is the incidental, the inessential. He is the subject, he is the absolute- she is the other.” (Simone de Beauvoir) 

Politics of Identity  
1. Otherness: Dominant identities through process of other ship. Not just different but 

radically opposed with one side ‘positively’ dominant  
- Identity is fundamentally political: matrix of domination 



2. Identity categories asserted based on biological difference: Seen as obvious- ‘biological 
essentialism’ 

- Divisions of the spectrum of race  
- This biological argument embedded in power 
- Linked to the way we experience social power 

Relations of power make it seem like “people are discriminated against because they are different when, in fact…it is 
the other way around: difference and the salience of different identities are produced by discrimination, a process that 
establishes the superiority or typicality or the universality of some in terms of the inferiority or atypicality or 
particularity of others.” (Joan Scott in Lawler, p13) 

3. People contest identity everyday- they can claim identity strategically to enable social 
change 

- Always negotiable within categories- ‘strategic essentialism’ 
- Can use their difference on their own terms e.g Diversity in Aboriginal people but 

unification under the banner of rights progression  
- Contests the ideas on what subject positions mean 
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Lecture Notes: National Identity, Belonging, Exclusion 

Contentions: 

• Despite national identity existing as a constructed community, our identification with it is 
undoubtedly essential to our sense of self 

• The strength of national identity relies on the production of national symbols and the 
maintenance of these symbols through its followership 

• Nations are imagined based on the key means of constructed narrative and continuation 
of created tradition and belief 

• National identity thrives just as much on exclusion as it does on inclusion 

• In a globalised society, the norms for belonging rely on productivity, but primarily, a 
subscription to values rather than shared race, language or geographical boundaries 

• The fear of loss of national identity encouraged by globalisation drives the paradoxically 
aggressive enforcement of nationalism    

• National identity is constantly driven by paradoxical and everchanging discourse 
depending on history and global circumstance  

The nation is an “artefact”  
- Sense of national identity linked to kinship, mateship 
- Australia day lamb ad 2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7i15OPuFvmA 
- Birth of national culture as a key principle of self-identification in modern times  
- Idea that they are not imprinted on genes but a part of “essential nature” 
- Theorists e.g Benedict Anderson suggest alternatively nothing essential about nationalism 
- Nationalism came into being as a political entity approx. 18thC, previously connection 

through: religion, tribe, region etc  
- National identity became based on: shared language, borders, and race= NOT REALISTIC: 

factors were varied  
- Rising national identity resulted from: urbanisation, support required for war, 

communication and technological advancements, government power over religion  
- Authority came from the people “we experience whatever happens to our nation as if it happens to 

us” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9qF6FvwrHI) “building a world of new values creates another 
myth” “as powerful as the last one” 

- Resultingly, our experiences as a nation correlate to individual experiences  
- In reverse when threatened by other nations desire to humiliate or dominate  

National belonging formed through representation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9qF6FvwrHI

